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Top hadrons in Lorentz-violating field theory
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If there is Lorentz symmetry violation in the t quark sector of the standard model, changes to particles’
dispersion relations might allow for the existence of stable top-flavored hadrons. Observations of the
survival of high-energy γ-rays over astrophysical distances can be used to place constraints on Lorentz
violation coefficients in the t sector at ∼10−4–10−6 levels of precision.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.102.075010
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of the special theory of relativity,
there has always been interest in understanding whether the
Lorentz symmetry of special relativity is exact, or whether
it is merely an excellent approximation. Approximate
symmetries have turned out to be an extremely important
topic in particle physics. Thanks to advances in effective
field theory over the last quarter century, there has been an
explosion of interest in the quantitative problem of evalu-
ating how well Lorentz invariance has been confirmed. The
fundamental physics that we currently understand is based
on two very different theories, the standard model, describ-
ing particle physics, and general relativity, which describes
gravitation. Understanding how these two theories can be
reconciled into a theory of quantum gravity is probably the
greatest remaining challenge in fundamental physics.
However, despite their puzzling differences, the two basic
theories actually have a number of important features in
common. These include a number of spacetime sym-
metries; both the standard model and general relativity
are invariant under rotations, Lorentz boosts, and CPT.
Experimental searches have not turned up any compelling
evidence of Lorentz violation; however, it remains a topic
of theoretical and experimental interest. If any deviations
from Lorentz invariance were conclusively demonstrated,
that would be a discovery of tremendous significance and
would open a new window into our understanding of the
laws of physics at the most elemental level.
Using the machinery of effective theory, it is possible to
describe deviations from these symmetries, whether
involving standard model quanta or gravitational effects.
The general effective field theory that can be used to
describe such effects is called the standard model extension
(SME). The full SME contains an infinite hierarchy of
Lorentz-violating operators. However, the action for the
minimal SME—which contains only those operators con-
structed out of known standard model fields that are gauge
symmetric, translation invariant, and power-counting renor-
malizable—contains a finite number of coupling parame-
ters. The SME operators resemble the operators that appear
in the usual standard model action, except that they may
break Lorentz symmetry when they have residual tensor
indices. The Lagrange density may be written in a form in
which the residual indices on the operators are contracted
with tensor-valued coefficients, so that the coefficients
indicate the presence of preferred vector and tensor back-
grounds [1,2]. If the origin of the Lorentz violation is a
form of spontaneous symmetry breaking, then the preferred
background tensors are set by the vacuum expectation
values of tensor-valued dynamical fields.
The minimal SME is well suited for comparing the
results of experimental Lorentz tests. Experiments in many
different areas of physics have been used to place bounds
on the minimal SME coefficients. Information about the
best current bounds are collected and summarized in [3]. It
happens that many of the strongest bounds on various SME
coefficients come from astronomy. These bounds typically
take advantage of either the exceedingly long travel
distances or very high energies that are available to certain
extraterrestrial quanta. Observations of photons from astro-
physical sources have thus been used to place many of the
best constraints on Lorentz violation.
By examining the photons emitted by very distant
sources, we may learn a great deal about the dispersion
relation of the photons themselves, to see whether it has the
expected Lorentz-invariant form Eγ ¼ jp⃗j. However,
observing that a photon was emitted and that it made its
way to our detectors can also tell us quite a bit about the
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behavior of the other particles that might interact with such
a photon. The observation of TeV-scale γ-rays reveals
information about the processes that might have produced
them—typically either inverse Compton scattering,
e− þ γ → e− þ γ, involving the upscattering of a low-
energy photon by an exceedingly energetic electron, or
neutral pion decay, π0 → γ þ γ. The fact that such photons
are produced at all tells us things about energy-momentum
relations of all the particles that are involved in the reaction.
The experimental observation of the spectra of astrophysi-
cal γ-ray sources can therefore be used to place bounds on
Lorentz violation in the lepton and hadron sectors of the
SME [4–7].
However, even when the production methods of these
γ-rays are unclear, they can still tell us interesting things
about Lorentz violation in other sectors, merely based on the
fact that the photons live long enough to reach us. For the
massless photon, any kind of decay process that occurs in
vacuumand involves one ormoremassive daughter particles
is forbidden by energy-momentum conservation, if all the
quanta have their usual Lorentz-invariant dispersion rela-
tions.A decay such as γ → eþ þ e− or γ → tþ t̄ (with a top-
flavored quark-antiquark pair), or an emission process such
as γ → γ þ π0, cannot occur without another constituent
(such as a nearby heavy nucleus) to take up the photon’s
excess momentum. However, if the energy-momentum
relations are Lorentz violating—so that, at large momenta,
the energies of the daughter particles increase more slowly
as a function of p than the energy of the parent photon
Eγðp⃗Þ—then the process may be permitted above some
threshold. (Decay of a photon into other strictly massless
quanta—that is, photon splitting, γ → Nγ—is separately
forbidden, not by energy-momentum conservation, but by
vanishing of the relevant on-shell matrix element [8]. Yet for
that kind of process also, Lorentz-violating radiative cor-
rections may again make the process possible, even when
then photon sector itself is not modified [9]. However, since
the process is always precisely at threshold, there are phase
space issues, and the process would manifest itself not as an
irreversible decay, but via oscillation phenomena, such
as γ → 2γ → γ →   .)
In this paper, we shall expand the use of observations of
the survival of ultrahigh-energy propagating photons to
place constraints on Lorentz violation in the t sector.
Section II describes the structure and one-particle kinemat-
ics of the minimal SME operators of interest. The kinematic
details of the single-photon t − t̄ production process, and
the bounds on SME parameters that result from the
observed absence of this process are discussed in
Sec. III. The t sector is more complicated than others,
because t quarks do not normally exist as constituents of
asymptotic hadron states; a t produced in a reaction will
ordinarily decay weakly before hadronization occurs. This
will make the analysis for this sector somewhat more
intricate than that required in other sectors of the SME.
In Sec. IV, we discuss the numerical sensitivity of the
current generation of TeV γ-ray telescope experiments to t
sector Lorentz violation parameters. Our conclusions, and
the outlook for further improvements, are discussed
in Sec. V.
II. LORENTZ VIOLATION IN THE MINIMAL SME
The Lagrange density for the minimal SME contains
operators of mass dimensions 3 and 4, with their out-
standing indices contracted with those of tensor-valued
coefficients. For the QED sector of the minimal SME, with
a single fermion species, the Lagrange density is









νρAσ þ ψ̄ðiΓμDμ −MÞψ ; ð1Þ
where the SME coefficients for the fermion are collected in
M ¼ mþ aμγμ þ bμγ5γμ þ
1
2
Hμνσμν þ im5γ5 ð2Þ




The gauge-covariant derivative Dμ ¼ ∂μ þ iqAμ contains






At ultrarelativistic energies, the dimension-4 coefficients
(kF for photons and those comprising Γ for the fermion
field) dominate the dispersion relations for the quanta, so
we may neglect all the dimension-3 operators except the
usual M ≈m. Moreover, while the eμ, fμ, and gλνμ
coefficients are acceptable in a pure QED theory, they
are not consistent with the SUð2ÞL gauge invariance of the
standard model. They can only arise as vacuum expectation
values of higher-dimensional operators involving the Higgs
field and thus actually excluded from the truly minimal
SME. This leaves the fermion-sector Lorentz violation at
ultrarelativistic energies predominantly controlled by
cνμγν þ dνμγ5γμ, involving two traceless tensors. For the
electromagnetic sector, the dimension-4 kμνρσF tensor
(which, in the most general case, may be taken to have
the same symmetries as a Riemann curvature tensor and a
vanishing double trace) may be split into two-parts (with
Weyl-like and Ricci-like structures, respectively). The ten-
components of the Weyl-like part (as well as the four
possible dimension-3 kμAF terms) give rise to photon
birefringence in vacuum, which has not been seen, even
for polarized sources at cosmological distances [10,11].
The bounds on certain linear combinations of these
dimensionless coefficients are down at the 10−38 level.
We shall therefore neglect all these birefringent terms. The
remaining Ricci-like terms have the structure





ðgμρk̃νσF − gμσ k̃νρF − gνρk̃μσF þ gνσ k̃μρF Þ; ð4Þ
where k̃μνF ¼ kFαμαν. The bounds on these k̃μνF coefficients
are weaker, although for some terms, the bounds are still
quoted at the at the quite respectable 10−22 level [12], based
on a Michelson-Morely analysis of Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) data (although it
should be noted these bounds are actually necessarily on
differences between the electromagnetic k̃μνF coefficients
and some set of aggregate coefficients for everyday matter).
With flavor-changing SME coefficients neglected, there
are separate sets of background tensors for each fermion
species. However, because of the SUð2ÞL gauge invariance,
which connects fermions with different charges, not all the
coefficients for different flavors are truly independent.
Between the t and b quarks, there are really only three
independent cμν and dμν tensors. The gauge invariance
ensures that the chiral SME coefficient cμνL ¼ cμμ þ dμν is
the same for the left-handed t and b quarks that form an
SUð2ÞL doublet. However, the cμνR ¼ cμμ − dμν for the two
species are, generally speaking, unrelated.
The tensor 1
2
k̃μνF is the photonic analogue of the c
μν for
fermions. Each of them represents a spin-independent
modification of the ultrarelativistic dispersion relation.
For the fermions, the modified dispersion relation is most
straightforwardly expressed in terms of the maximum
achievable velocity (MAV) of a particle (which can depend
on the direction of its motion and its spin). The MAValong
the direction v̂ is 1þ δðv̂Þ, where [13]
δðv̂Þ ¼ −c00 − cð0jÞv̂j − cjkv̂jv̂k þ sd00 þ sdð0jÞv̂j
þ sdjkv̂jv̂k; ð5Þ
and where s is the product of the particle helicity and
fermion number (e.g. þ1 for a quark, −1 for an antiquark).
The parentheses, as in cð0jÞ, indicate a symmetrized sum
c0j þ cj0. Note that cμν and dμν appear in δðv̂Þ only via
contractions cμνvμvν and dμνvμvν, where vμ ¼ ð1; v̂Þ. The
dispersion relation for a relativistic quantum is
E ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2 þ p2½1þ 2δðp̂Þ
q
; ð6Þ
up to corrections of Oðm4=E3Þ. For one-dimensional
motion restricted to the p̂-direction, this just looks like
ordinary special relativity, but with a modified top speed









which is simply the usual ultrarelativistic velocity plus the
Lorentz-violating correction to the MAV, δðp̂Þp̂.
An electromagnetic decay such as γ → tþ t̄would occur
extremely rapidly if it were allowed. The survival of GeV-
scale laboratory photons over everyday distances has been
used to place a bound on certain SME coefficients [14]. So if
a photon, with a certain energy and traveling in a certain
direction, manages to reach us from an astronomical source,
that is essentially certain evidence that there are no photon
decay products that are kinematically permitted for that
particular combination of energy and direction. It is well
established that photons with TeVenergies can survive over
astrophysical distances, and this has been used to place
bounds on the differences between certain Lorentz violation
coefficients for photons and the kinematically equivalent
coefficients for leptons or hadrons [15,16]. The absence of
the process γ → Xþ þ X− in a direction v̂ places restrictions
on the linear combination ðcμνX − 12 k̃μνF Þvμvν of SME param-
eters. The strength of the bound depends on the massmX of
the charged daughter particles, with a characteristic
Oðm2X=E2γÞ dependence. The strongest individual bounds
come from the photons with the highest observed energies,
but γ-rays coming from a variety of different directions are
required to get the best overall constraints on all the
components of the traceless, symmetric Lorentz tensor cμνX .
Lorentz violation for photons, and for the first-generation
fermions that are the primary fermionic constituents of
everyday matter, is generally fairly well constrained.
Bounds for second- and, especially, third-generation fer-
mions are much less comprehensive. It can be quite
challenging to do high-precision experiments with short-
lived particles. Lorentz violation for the top sector is
currently rather poorly constrained, with all the existing
bounds in the literature being derived in one of two fashions.
There are direct measurements of the t − t̄ production
cross section [17], with sensitivities to the coefficients of
dimension-4 SME operators at the 10−1 − 10−2 level. The
fact that t quarks do not exist as external states is not an issue
for these measurements, because the SME coefficients can
affect the physical cross sections not primarily through the
kinematics but also directly via the dynamical matrix
element for the t − t̄ production process [18]. The other
bound arises from radiative corrections. The t quark field,
like all other charged fermion fields, can appear via a virtual
particle-antiparticle pair in the vacuum polarization diagram
of the photon self-energy. This will transfer any Lorentz
violation in the charged matter sector to the photon sector,
including the radiative generation of dimension-6 operators
in the electromagnetic Lagrange density. An analysis of
these higher-dimensional radiative corrections—generaliz-
ing earlier perturbative demonstrations of the one-loop
renormalizability of the quantum electrodynamics (QED)
sector of the minimal SME [19]—placed a bound on a
dimension-4 SME operator in the t sector at the 10−7 level,
based on the relative arrival times of TeV γ-rays from an
active galactic nucleus [20]. However, the calculations
leading to this bound relied an an assumption of spatial
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isotropy. Moreover, since radiative corrections from multi-
ple species are involved, there could potentially be cancel-
ations between the effects of different types of virtual
particles. The bound is thus best characterized as a con-
straint on a particular SME coefficient jc00t j, under the rather
restrictive assumption that this is the only nonzero SME
parameter.
III. PHOTON DECAY INTO
TOP-FLAVORED HADRONS
Normally, when a t − t̄ pair is produced at an accelerator,
the large mass mt ensures that the quark and antiquark
decay via the weak interaction before they can hadronize
to produce mesons or baryons. However, the Lorentz-
violation scenario in which γ → tþ t̄ is possible in vacuum
corresponds to one in which the t and t̄ energies grow more
slowly with energy than the energy of the parent photon—
that is, δt; δt̄ < δγ . A significantly negative δt also corre-
sponds, in fact, to precisely the kind of scenario in which
the weak decay of a tmight be energetically forbidden. Due
to the slower than normal growth of Etðp⃗Þ, a sufficiently-
fast-moving t might not possess enough energy to be able
to produce a virtual Wþ and a light quark with the same
total momentum!
Thanks to ultrarelativistic beaming, all the constituents
in a putative photon decay process like γ → tþ t̄ are
moving essentially collinearly; angular deviations near
threshold are typically at a Oðmt=EγÞ level. This has
important implications for the kinematics. Obviously, only
the δðp̂Þ parameters for the unique direction of motion will
enter into the kinematics. However, there can also be other,
more subtle, effects.
In the decay of a photon into leptons, such as γ →
eþ þ e−, the collinearity limits which SME coefficients
may have observable effects. In this process, without strong
final-state interactions, the exiting quanta must essentially
both have the same helicity. Since the initial photon is in a
spin-1 state with allowed helicities 1, the two spin-1
2
daughter particles must have identical helicities at thresh-
old, where all the motion is along a single direction.
(Angular-momentum nonconservation is, in principle, pos-
sible in Lorentz-violating processes; however, that would
entail an invariant matrix element squared that would be of
second order in the Lorentz violation, and thus negligibly
small.) This means that the dμν coefficients for the leptons
have no effect on the threshold, since any dμν term will shift
the dispersion relations for the particle and antiparticle in
opposite directions [21]. Thus the observation of the
absence of a γ → eþ þ e− threshold provides a relatively




The situation is potentially rather different for a putative
photon decay into quarks, because the quarks do not
themselves exist as external states. The ultimate daughter
state following γ → tþ t̄ will consist of hadronized par-
ticles, most generally forming jets. However, at the thresh-
old, the minimal final-state configuration will include two
top-flavored mesons. The identities of the other quarks
present in these mesons are relatively unimportant, since
the mesons’ masses (and thus their kinematics) will be
totally dominated by the current mass of the top field,
mt ≈ 173 GeV. However, the mere presence of these
additional quarks, making the daughter particles at thresh-
old composite states, with more than just the t and t̄
carrying angular momentum, changes the analysis so that
the dμνt components could conceivably also be involved.
Unlike a freely propagating lepton, a quark in a bound state
does not need to have a single, well-defined angular
momentum state, because the other partons can also carry
angular momentum. It thus may not be instantly obvious
that we could not produce t − t̄ pairs that will settle down
with opposite, rather than aligned, helicities. In fact, after
hadronization, the t and t-bar constituents of two different
hadrons could have instantaneously different helicities.
However, the exchange of virtual gluons, which are
components of a spin-1 field, between the quark constitu-
ents of a hadron ensures that a given quark cannot be
maintained in a single consistent spin state. Inside a spin-0
meson, for instance, the spin of each of the valance quarks
must average to zero, and because of this, the spin-
dependent effects of any quark dμν coefficients must also
vanish. We therefore introduce the spin-averaged quantity
δ̄ðv̂Þ ¼ −c00 − cð0jÞv̂j − cjkv̂jv̂k; ð8Þ
as it turns out that for quarks, just like leptons, this is the
particular combination that photon survival observations
are sensitive to.
We now must look in detail at the kinematics that might
allow for the existence of top-flavored meson daughter
particles in a photon decay. We consider a configuration
with two mesons—one of them T, which may have the
quark content tq̄ for any other flavor q, and the other the
antiparticle T̄. To the order of magnitude precision we need,
mT ≈mt. For the T − T̄ pair to be produced, the energy of a
photon moving in the p̂-direction must exceed
Eth ¼
2mTffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2δγðp̂Þ − δTðp̂Þ − δT̄ðp̂Þ
p : ð9Þ
As expected, a real value for the threshold energy Eth only
exists if the MAV parameters satisfy 2δγðp̂Þ − δTðp̂Þ−
δT̄ðp̂Þ > 0, indicating a steeper dispersion relation Eðp⃗Þ
for the photon than for the mesons.
In order that the cμνt coefficients should determine the
kinematics, it must also be the case that the usual weak
decay of the t be forbidden. The most accessible
decay modes of the bare, unhadronized t are of the form
t → qþ lþ ν, with a quark, a lepton, and a neutrino.
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The lightest decay products occur via a radiative decay, in
which q ¼ u and the lepton is actually a second neutrino.
This is rather unlike the usual t decay modes, which
proceed through t → Wþ þ b, with subsequent Wþ →
lþ þ ν or Wþ → jets. However, under the assumption that
the Lorentz violation in the entire process is dominated by
the cμνt coefficients, the specific identities of the t-decay
daughter particles are relatively unimportant, provided they
are all much lighter than mt. For the specific t → uþ ν1 þ




> ð1þ δuÞpu þ
m2u
2pu
þ ð1þ δν1Þpν1 þ ð1þ δν2Þpν2 ; ð10Þ
with pu þ pν1 þ pν2 ¼ pt and taking the neutrinos to be
effectively massless. Presuming a negative δt and negligible
Lorentz violation for the neutrinos (flavor-diagonal Lorentz
violation in the neutrino sector being well constrained,
typically at the 10−17 level, by cosmic ray observations
[22,23]), the threshold configuration at which equality
holds puts virtually all the momentum in the u. That
means that the t decay is allowed if







Since (11) is the condition for the t to decay weakly (via
one particular radiative channel) prior to hadronization, it
can be generalized and turned around to give a stability
condition, for a t-containing meson T to have time to exist.
Direct decay of a t with momentum pt will be forbidden
(and thus it will hadronize) if




where δq is the modification to the MAV for any lighter
quark that the t might decay into. In fact, the cμν
coefficients for all the lighter quarks have been previously
constrained in various ways. For the u and d, many strong
constraints are available, and even for the s, c, and b, there
are the observed absences of the photon decays
γ → Kþ þ K−, γ → Dþ þD−, and γ → Bþ þ B−. Since
all these mesons are much lighter than mt, the nonoccur-
rence of these decays leads to bounds on the cμνq − 12 k̃
μμ
parameters that are—according to the characteristic
Oðm2X=E2γÞ strength of the bounds—orders of magnitude
better than the mt bounds we are primarily interested in
here. Moreover, the observation of a given source, with
source-to-Earth direction p̂, will constrain the same linear
combinations of coefficients δ̄ for all the quarks. By the
same token, the gluon configuration in a light-heavy meson
such as D or B has been found not to contribute significant
Lorentz violation, and thus, to level of precision relevant
here, the stability of the t against immediate decay is
indicative of a bounds on just the combination linear
combination δ̄t − δγ of t and photon SME parameters.
We are now in position to assemble all our results into
final bounds. Neglecting the electromagnetic Lorentz
violation (because of the strong bounds on the k̃F coef-
ficients), if the T is a viable asymptotic state, but photons
with energy Eγ moving in the direction p̂ do not decay via
γ → T þ T̄, then according to (9),




In an ordinary meson, the valance quarks each carry about
one quarter of the momentum, with the other half belonging
to the gluon field. It is straightforward to see from (7) that
with the two quarks carrying essentially equal momentum
fractions, xt ¼ pt=pT ≈ xq̄ ¼ pq̄=pT , and with Lorentz
violation existing at the threshold level, the two valance
quark constituents are moving at the same velocity—which
is the overall velocity of the meson. So the internal
momentum distribution in the T meson is not greatly
affected by the Lorentz violation, at the T − T̄ decay






However, in order for the top-flavored mesons to exists as
asymptotic states, the bare t that is initially produced (with
momentum 1
2
Eγ at threshold) must not be susceptible to
weak decay. According to (12), the condition for the bare t
to be stabilized against weak decay, so that γ → T þ T̄ may
occur, is actually less stringent than (14) by a factor of 4.
Thus (14) represents our principal analytical result.
IV. NUMERICAL BOUNDS
The form of the bound (14) is similar to that for other
γ → Xþ þ X− reactions given in [16]. The scale of the
bounds is comparable, although the more complicated
details associated with the hadronization around the t
appear to lead to about a factor of 4 loss in sensitivity.
However, that factor really just corresponds to the differ-
ence between the coefficients for the T mesons and the
underlying t quarks (representing the inverse of the
momentum fraction carried by the t). Essentially the same
factor would exist in comparing the sensitivities of the δB
for B mesons, versus the δ̄b for their heavy quark.
Moreover, this analysis still provides bounds that are better
than any others available for most of the cμνt coefficients. A
sample of astrophysical sources of high-energy photons,
coming from a wide range of directions, was listed in [16];
the energies involved extend up to the hundreds of TeV.
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At these energies, the sensitivity scale is given approx-
imately by 8m2t =ð100 TeVÞ2 ∼ 2 × 10−5.
The one unfortunate feature of these bounds (which a
common issue with any constraints based solely on the
absence of the photon decay process), is that all the bounds
on the δ̄ðp̂Þ are one sided. By making use of a wide variety
of sources, it is possible to constrain the allowed parameter
space significantly more strongly, but it is evident, for
example from (8) and (14), that it will never be possible to
rule out a negative value of c00t . A Lorentz-violating theory
with solely a negative c00t indicates an isotropic speedup of
the t excitations, with a steeper dispersion relation for top-
flavored quanta than for photons. It is obvious in this case
that the anomalous photon decay process will never occur;
it is even more strongly forbidden than in the Lorentz-
invariant theory. So the absence of photon decay provides
no information about this parameter regime, and photon
survival results cannot on their own restrict the Lorentz
violation coefficients to a bounded polytope in param-
eter space.
We can nonetheless make the numerical results more
concrete by looking at the strength of that constraints that
may be placed on the individual ct coefficients, considered
one at a time. This shows the maximum reach based on
these results that may be achieved with the current
experimental data, by working within (somewhat artificial)
mdoels in which only one cμνt coefficient to be nonzero at a
time. Linear programming can then be used to convert the
complicated bounds involving multiple ct coefficients into
maximum and minimum permitted values of individual
parameter.
The experimental data upon which all our bounds are
based are listed in Table I. Table I lists the highest observed
γ-ray energies for a number of sources, expressed in terms of
Eγ=mt. The typical underlying values of Eγ values range
from∼15–250 TeV. For each source, the components of the
source-to-Earth direction ê (the direction the photons are
moving) are also given. These components are expressed in
the standard sun-centered celestial equatorial coordinate
system ðX; Y; Z; TÞ used for quoting the results of most
modern Lorentz tests [24]. The Z-axis points along the
direction of the Earth’s rotation, and the X-axis points
toward the vernal equinox point on the celestial sphere
(the overhead position of the sun at the equinox). The
Y-direction is set by the right hand rule. Right ascension
(interpreted as an angle) and declination constitute a system
of polar coordinates for this same reference frame, and the
components of ê for a given source with right ascension α
and declination δ are êX ¼ − cos δ cos α, êY ¼ − cos δ sin α,
and êZ ¼ − sin δ.
With the recent results from the Tibet ASγ experiment
and the High-Altitude Water Cherenkov Gamma-Ray
Observatory (HAWC) in the last two years, the reach of
Lorentz violation bounds based on photon survival has
been significantly enhanced in comparison with earlier
results. Comparing the observed γ-ray energies from
Table I to tabulations of earlier results, such as those in
Ref. [16]—which were based primarily on measurements
by the High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.)—
shows that most of the older results have been completely
superseded. Typical observed photon energies have
increased by as much as an order of order of magnitude.
In Ref. [27], the HAWC Collaboration actually looked
specifically at how their observed photon spectra above
100 TeV could be used to constrain Lorentz violation
models, based on the possibility of photon decay in the
SME. However, that work was restricted to isotropic forms
of Lorentz violation involving only the photon and electron
fields.
The numerical reaches of these measurements for nine
independent linear combinations of ct coefficients are listed
in Table II. The combinations c− ¼ cXX − cYY and cQ ¼
cXX þ cYY − 2cZZ are conventionally chosen in order to
isolate the anisotropic effects from pure boost violation
effects (represented in the table by cTT); a coefficient such
as cXX on its own actually incorporates both types of
TABLE I. Observed γ-ray energies from various high-energy astrophysical sources. References are given along
with each value of the energy.
Emission source êX êY êZ Eγ=mt
Crab nebula −0.10 −0.92 −0.37 1.4 × 103 [25]
J1809-193 0.001 0.89 0.11 3 × 102 [26]
J1825-134 0.01 0.93 0.05 1.4 × 103 [27]
J189-057 0.02 0.96 0.01 3 × 102 [26]
J1842-035 0.02 0.96 0.04 3 × 102 [26]
J1850þ 001 0.03 0.95 0.000006 3 × 102 [26]
J1907þ 063 0.08 0.90 0.01 3 × 102 [27]
J2019þ 368 0.25 0.43 0.36 1.2 × 103 [27]
J2030þ 412 0.22 0.34 0.45 7 × 102 [26]
J2229þ 6114=G106.3þ 2.7 0.1 0.04 0.77 3 × 102 [28]
Mkn 421 0.76 −0.19 −0.62 9 × 101 [29,30]
Vela SNR 0.44 −0.55 0.71 4 × 102 [31]
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Lorentz violation, because of the restriction that cμνt be
traceless (which is needed so that the usual kinetic term
of for the t field is canonically normalized). As ex-
pected, Table II shows no sensitivity to positive values
of cTT ¼ c00t .
V. CONCLUSIONS
These bounds, based on the absence of photon decay into
unusual top-flavored hadrons, represent a major step
forward in the analysis of top-sector Lorentz violation.
The previous bound from [20], based on radiative correc-
tions, can be seen as complementary to the collection of
photon survival bounds derived from observations of
different sources. In particular, [20] provides a two-sided
bound on cTT , which is the one specific c
μν
t coefficient that
cannot, even in principle, be constrained on both sides by
the method discussed in this paper. However, those results
and these cannot be directly combined, since the analysis in
[20] assumed rotational isotropy from the start.
The precision of the photon survival bounds will
naturally be improved by the observation of ever higher-
energy cosmic ray photons, coming from a wide range of
approach directions. However, improvements of this type
are ultimately limited by the availability of such photons,
and there is thus an eventual physical cutoff beyond which
the photon survival bounds cannot be further strengthened.
For this reason, the bounds coming from radiative correc-
tions and affecting photon arrival times might, in the long
run, provide a systematically better approach. However, the
calculations in Ref. [20] would need to be extended to
apply to situations without spherical isotropy in order for
this improvement to be effected, and there would still be the
necessity of observing photon arrival times along multiple
different directions, not merely from a single source.
In this paper, we have generalized the previous analysis
of how the observed absence of the photon decay process
γ → Xþ þ X− can be used to place constraints on Lorentz
violation. The generalized analysis has allowed us to treat
possible decays into t quarks, which were not previously
included because the t ordinarily decays too quickly to
hadronize into a suitable external color-confined state.
However, the same Lorentz-violating kinematics that could
make γ → tþ t̄ possible would also tend to make the
ordinary weak decay of the bare t energetically impossible.
This means that much of the analysis applied to ordinarily
stable daughter particles can be carried over, and the results
are that there are bounds on t sector Lorentz violation
coefficients cμνt at a characteristically ∼10−4 − 10−6 levels
of precision.
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